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ABSTRACT: Specially arranged external stimuli or carefully designed geometry are
often essential for realizing continuous autonomous motion of active structures without
self-carried power. As a consequence, it is usually very challenging to further integrate
those structures as active building blocks into a system with a complex form and
multiple functions. In this letter, we report an autonomous motion of a surprisingly
simple setup: a cylindrical elastomer rod on a flat hot surface or under homogeneous
illumination of visible light. We further show that the rod can roll continuously without
any sign of a pause after 6 h, if an obstacle is put in front of it. We demonstrate that such
nonintuitive autonomous rolling results from a combination of large thermal actuation
of the elastomer and heat transfer between the rod and its surroundings. Quantitative
predictions of the rolling speed from the developed thermomechanics model agree
reasonably well with experimental measurements. Using the autonomous rolling rods as
main building blocks, we further design and fabricate a light-powered vehicle and a
thermally powered conveyor for mass transport in both air and water environments.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Controlled movement of tetherless structures, driven by
different external stimuli such as light, humidity, heat, and
magnetic field, have been recently extensively explored,1−10

thanks to their potential applications in robotics, biomimetic
systems, and energy harvesting devices. To maintain continuous
motion of those structures, it is usually required to either
introduce spatially heterogeneous stimuli11 or dynamically
control the external stimuli.12,13 For example, a photosensitive
polymeric thin film can swim away from a light source on the
surface of water, when the light is periodically turned on and
off.14,15 A hygrobot fabricated from a humidity-sensitive
polymer can move along the gradient of environmental
humidity.16 A self-walking gel robot can walk automatically,
driven by internal self-oscillating reactions.17

Recently, novel structures and devices have been fabricated,
which can move ceaselessly under the action of static
stimuli.8,18−21 Autonomous movement of most of those
structures relies on carefully designed geometries,7,24,25

customized material,1,8,23 and/or specially arranged external
stimuli.3,22 For example, in most light-driven autonomous
moving structures, the light has to be illuminated from a certain
direction to the active structure.8,13,23 Although unusual
capabilities and intriguing performance of those structures
have been demonstrated, it is very challenging to assemble those

delicate structures as active building blocks to a system with
complex forms and multifunction.
In this article, we report autonomous rolling of a cylindrical

monodomain liquid crystal elastomer (LCE) rod on a flat plate
with homogeneously elevated temperature or under homoge-
neous light illumination. Due to the large and reversible
actuation strain, high stretchability and excellent programm-
ability, LCE has been recently developed into diverse structures
to realize various deformation and motion, triggered by
thermal,24−28 optical,3,29−35 and magnetic stimuli.36,37 Different
from all the previous studies, continuous and autonomous
rolling of an LCE rod observed in the current study does not rely
on any complex geometrical design, special patterning of
mesogenic molecules, and inhomogeneous or dynamic external
stimuli. Autonomous rolling in the current work means that no
dynamic control of stimuli is involved, which is also often
categorized as self-regulating motion.10 Based on our under-
standing of the autonomous rolling mechanism of the LCE rod,
we can realize controlled rod rolling through a combination of
thermal and optical stimuli. Using autonomous rolling rods as
the main building blocks, we further design and fabricate a light-
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powered, weight-carrying vehicle and thermally powered
conveyor for mass transport in both air and water.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We find in the experiment that a cylindrical (monodomain) LCE
rod with 70.0 mm length and 2.6 mm diameter rolls to one
direction immediately after it is placed on the top of a flat hot
surface with homogeneous temperature around 100 °C. Its
rolling speed is around 6 mm/s as shown in Figure 1a (and
Movie S1 of the Supporting Information). Inspired by the
thermally induced rolling, we further show that similar
autonomous rolling can also be powered by homogeneous
light illumination for an LCE-carbon nanotube (CNT)
composite rod as shown in Figure 1b (and Movie S2 of the
Supporting Information). In the experiment, we shed a white
light (Hubbell QLI500, halogen lamp) from the top onto the
LCE-CNT composite rod with the same size as the pristine LCE
rod, which is laid on a flat surface at room temperature. The rod
begins to roll to one direction at the speed around 0.3 mm/s,
immediately after the light exposure as shown inMovie S2 of the
Supporting Information. During the rolling of the elastomer rod
as illustrated in Figure 1a and b (and Movies S1 and S2 of the

Supporting Information), no sliding between the rod and the
surface is observed.
The LCE rod can even roll up on a hot surface with a tilting

angle around 11° as shown in Figure 2a (and Movie S3 of the
Supporting Information). In this case, the rolling speed of the
rod decreases to 3 mm/s, compared to 6 mm/s on a flat surface.
With a blockage in front of the LCE rod, it can continuously spin
with no sign of stopping after 6 h, though its angular velocity
slightly decreases from 2.05 to 1.75 rad/s as shown in Figure 2b
(and Movies S4 and S5 of the Supporting Information).
According to our knowledge, the autonomous rolling of an

elastomer rod for such a simple setup as described above has
never been reported before. We next provide a qualitative
interpretation for the phenomenon and later develop a
quantitative thermomechanical model for it.
In terms of molecular structure, LCE can be regarded as an

integration of mesogenic molecules into a polymer network
(Figure S1 of the Supporting Information). Large contraction
along the aligning direction of the mesogens can be realized in a
monodomain LCE upon heating, caused by the increased
disorder of aligned mesogens with temperature increase.
Reversible thermal actuation of a monodomain LCE film used

Figure 1. Autonomous rolling of an LCE rod on a plate with homogeneously elevated temperature or under homogeneous light illumination. (a) A
cylindrical LCE rod rolls autonomously on a hot plate with homogeneous temperature around 100 °C. (b) A cylindrical LCE-CNT composite rod rolls
autonomously under homogeneous illumination of white light with power density of 300 mW/cm2.

Figure 2. (a) Autonomous climbing LCE rod on a tilted hot surface. (b) Spinning of the same LCE rod blocked by a glass bottle on a hot surface with
temperature of 100 °C. Tenminutes after the start of the spinning of the LCE rod, its spinning angular velocity of the rod is around 2.05 rad/s. After 6.5
h, the spinning angular velocity of the rod decreases to 1.75 rad/s.
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in the current work is shown in Figure S2 of the Supporting
Information. For an LCE-CNT composite, similar contraction
can be achieved by light illumination due to photothermal
effects, as shown in many previous studies.38−41 We believe the
light or thermally powered autonomous rolling of the LCE rod
described above are due to the combination of large thermal
actuation of LCE material and heat transfer between the
elastomer and ambient environment. In the following, we
discuss how the LCE rod starts to roll as well as maintains the
continuous and steady rolling.
Because the external stimuli, namely the high temperature and

light irradiation, are nearly homogeneous in the lateral direction,
breaking the geometrical symmetry of a cylindrical rod is
necessary for initiating its rolling. In our experiments, we believe
it is the initial curvature of the rod (introduced during its
fabrication) that breaks the symmetry. Through careful
examinations, we find that the degree of curvature of an as-
prepared LCE rod as shown in Figure S3a of the Supporting
Information, can be as large as 10°, if no special attention is paid
during the fabrication. In the autonomous rolling experiments, if
we rotate the LCE rod by 180° with respect to its longitudinal
axis, the rod rolls to the opposite direction under the same
experimental condition, which also indicates the geometric
asymmetry of the rod. Moreover, to directly validate the above
explanations, we also fabricate LCE rods extremely carefully to
significantly reduce their initial bending as shown in Figure S3b
of the Supporting Information. We find that those much
straighter LCE rods cannot roll spontaneously when they are put
onto the same hot surface as shown in the Movie S6 of the
Supporting Information.
The moment which drives the LCE rod to roll can be

understood in the following force/moment analysis: when a
cylindrical LCE rod is placed on a flat plate at room temperature,
its gravity is distributed homogeneously along its length.
Likewise, the distribution of the supporting force provided by

the plate is also homogeneous. Therefore, the supporting force
and gravity are balanced with each other as illustrated in Figure
3a. When the temperature of the plate is raised to above the
phase transition temperature of the mesogens in the LCE, the
bottom of the LCE rod directly in contact with the plate is
heated up to a higher temperature than the top of the rod as
shown in Figure 3b. Because the contraction of the LCE
increases with the increase of temperature, the bottom of the
LCE rod tends to contract more along the axial direction than its
top part, resulting in an internal bendingmoment which tends to
bend up the middle segment of the rod. As a consequence, the
homogeneously distributed supporting force provided by the
plate gets more and more concentrated toward the two ends of
the rod. In an extreme case, if the LCE rod is clamped by its two
ends as shown in Figure S4a of the Supporting Information, due
to the bending deformation of the LCE rod, the supporting force
finally becomes two point-forces applied onto the two ends.
Because of the redistribution of the supporting force and the
curved shape of the rod, the gravitational force of the rod and the
supporting force provided by the plate can form a couple which
drives the rod to roll to the direction which it is convex to, as
shown in Figure 3b. After the rolling of the LCE rod is started,
the rolling can be maintained because the side of the rod
opposite to the rolling direction is always hotter than the other
side (Figure 3b), which automatically maintains the lateral
bending of the rod. For those straight LCE rods prepared much
more carefully as mentioned previously, which cannot
spontaneously roll on the hot plate, they can maintain the
rolling without requiring any external force or torque, once the
rolling is triggered as shown in Movie S6 of the Supporting
Information. Therefore, the initial bending of an LCE rod is not
critical for the maintenance of the continuous rolling.
Based on the mechanism proposed above, we can easily

understand the light-powered rolling of the LCE-CNT
composite rod. With a light radiation from the top, the top

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the mechanism of autonomous rolling of an LCE rod on a hot surface or under homogeneous light illumination. (a)
Initially, for an LCE rod lying on a surface at room temperature, its gravity distributes homogeneously along its length, which is balanced by the
supporting force provided by the surface. (b) When the temperature of the surface is elevated, an inhomogeneous temperature field in the LCE rod
results in inhomogeneous actuating strain, which tends to bend the middle part of the rod up, and the supporting force gets highly concentrated on the
two ends of the rod. Finally, the gravitational force and the supporting force generate a moment driving the LCE rod roll to the direction which it is
convex toward. (c) With a light irradiation from the top, the LCE-CNT composite rod has the tendency of bending its two ends up due to the
photothermal effect of CNTs which generate thermal gradient along the thickness of the rod. As a result, the supporting force provided by the surface
gets concentrated to the middle part of the rod, and the moment generated by the supporting force and gravity drives the rod rolls to its concave
direction. (d) Free body diagram analysis of half of the rod, which steadily rolls on a hot plate.
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surface of the rod is heated up and tends to contract due to the
photothermal effect. As a result, the two ends of the LCE rod has
the tendency of bending up, causing the supporting force being
concentrated on the middle of the rod. Light-induced bending
deformation of an LCE-CNT composite rod is shown in Figure
S4b of the Supporting Information. The concentrated
supporting force and gravity of the rod can also form a couple
which drives the rod to roll to its concave direction as shown in
Figure 3c, which is opposite to the thermally powered rolling as
discussed above. Such prediction completely agrees with
experimental observations (see Movie S6 of the Supporting
Information).
According to the understandings of the autonomous rolling

mechanism of the elastomer rod, rolling direction of the rod is
determined by the direction of its curvature. We next use a light
source to induce the reversal of the rolling direction of an LCE-
CNT composite rod on a hot plate. In the experiment, an LCE-
CNT composite rod first rolls on a hot plate with homogeneous
temperature of 100 °C. At a moment, we turn on a light
remotely, which makes the rod slow down, stop, and roll to the
opposite direction as shown in Figure 4 (Movie S7, Supporting

Information). Such light-induced reversal of rod rolling can be
easily understood based on the mechanism proposed above. As
explained previously, before the light is turned on, the rod rolls
on a hot surface to its convex direction. When a light is irradiated
onto the LCE rod from its moving direction, the side of the rod
facing to the light can absorb light, convert it to heat and tend to
contract. As a consequence, the curvature of the rod, and thus its
rolling direction, are both reversed to the opposite direction as
shown in Figure 4 and Movie S7 of the Supporting Information.
Although only light-induced reversal of the rolling is
demonstrated in the current work, it is reasonable to expect
that by applying inhomogeneous light irradiation onto the LCE-
CNT composite rod, we can realize many different rolling paths

of the rod on a hot surface, which will be investigated in a follow-
up work.
Based on the above qualitative understanding, we next

develop a quantitative thermomechanical model for steady
autonomous rolling of an LCE rod on a flat hot surface. We
select half of the rod to conduct free body diagram analysis as
shown in Figure 3d. During the steady rolling, the LCE rod is
curved laterally on the surface as observed in the experiments
and explained previously. The radius of curvature of the rod in
the plane is denoted by κ. In the free body diagram analysis, we
regard the gravitational force of the half rod (with length L) as a
single force acting on its gravity center as shown in Figure 3d.
Likewise, we also regard the distributed supporting force as
single force acting on another point. Without losing generality,
the acting point of the supporting force is assumed to be
different from the gravity center of the half rod, and the distance
between the two points is assumed to be s. Because of the
temperature gradient in the rod, thermal contraction of the rod
along the axial direction is not homogeneous, resulting in an
internal bendingmoment, denoted byMI in y direction as shown
in Figure 3d. During the steady rolling, the rolling resistance per
length of the rod is denoted by Mf in the x direction. We can
obtain the relationship between the internal bending moment
and rolling resistance based on simple moment balance analysis
(more details can be found in the Supporting Information):

M M
2
3f Iκ=

(1)

The rolling resistance per unit length of a cylindrical rod can be
empirically given as

M C R g Rf rr
2ρ π= (2)

where Crr is the rolling frictional coefficient, R is the radius of the
rod, and ρ is its mass density.
During the rolling, there is no vertical bending deformation of

the rod. Therefore, the magnitude of internal bending moment
can be related to the temperature field T(r, θ) in the cross
section of the rod as (the polar coordinate system of the cross
section of the rod can be found in the Figure S5 of the
Supporting Information):

M T r Er r r( , ) cos d dI

R

0

2

0
∫ ∫ θ α θ θ=

π

(3)

where α is the effective thermal contraction coefficient and E is
the elastic modulus of the LCE rod along its axial direction. In eq
3 and below, we assume the relationship between thermal
contraction strain and temperature change is linear; we also
adopt the linear elasticity assumption.
Similarly, the lateral bending curvature κ resulting from the

inhomogeneous temperature field of the rod can be computed as

EI
T r Er r r

1
( , ) sin d d

R

0

2

0
∫ ∫κ θ α θ θ=

π

(4)

where EI is the bending stiffness of the rod.
As shown in eq 1, the internal bending moment in the rod

drives the rod to roll. To maintain the steady rolling, the thermal
bending moment computed in eq 3 should be comparable to the
rolling resistance, which implies that the large thermal actuation
of LCE is critical for its autonomous rolling on a surface with
large frictional coefficient.
To obtain the internal bending moment MI and the lateral

bending curvature κ, we need to determine the temperature field

Figure 4. Light-induced reverse rolling of an LCE-CNT composite rod
on a flat hot surface. An LCE-CNT composite rod rolls autonomously
to its convex direction on a flat hot surface. When we turn on a light, the
middle of the rod bends opposite to its rolling direction, and
consequently, the rolling of the rod slows down, stops, and then
reverses. The rod moves to the opposite direction steadily after the light
is turned off.
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in the cross section of the rod. For a steady rolling rod on a hot

plate, the temperature field in its cross section can be written in a

dimensionless form: ( )T f r , ; ,QR
k

V
V

R
R0 0

θ= ̅ , with r ̅= r/R, V0 =

k/ρcR, and R0 = k/h, in whichQ is heat influx from the hot plate,
k is the thermal conductivity of the rod, c is the specific heat of
the rod, V is the rolling velocity of the rod, and h is the heat-
transfer coefficient between the rod and its surroundings.

Figure 5. Experimental measurements of (a) rolling velocity and (b) radius of lateral curvature of LCE rods with different diameters on a hot plate at
different temperatures. (c) Experimental results and (d) theoretical predictions of the relationship between the radius of lateral curvature and rolling
velocity of LCE rods with different diameters. For each data point, experimental measurements are conducted on five LCE rods with same diameter
and prepared in the same conditions.

Figure 6.Demonstrations of active structures composed of LCE rods as active building blocks. (a) A vehicle composed of four LCE-CNT rod wheels
canmove on a flat surface under light illumination. (b) LCE-CNT rod rolls under water induced by laser scanning while carrying weight. (c) Thermally
driven LCE conveyor transports weights by its continuous rolling on a hot surface.
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The explicit form of the function ( )f r , ; ,V
V

R
R0 0

θ̅ can be

found in the Supporting Information. As shown in Figure S6 of
the Supporting Information, the bottom of the rod has higher
temperature then the top, and the side facing to the rolling
direction is cooler than the other side, which agrees with our
previous qualitative interpretation. Finally, a combination of eq
3 and the temperature field gives the internal bending moment
as

i
k
jjjjj

y
{
zzzzzM

EQR
k

g
V
V

R
R

,I

4

1
0 0

α=
(5)

where ( )g ,V
V

R
R1 0 0

= ( )f r , ; ,V
V

R
R0

2

0

1

0 0
∫ ∫ θ̅

π
r ̅2 cos θ dr ̅ dθ. The

lateral bending curvature κ can also be given by

i
k
jjjjj

y
{
zzzzz

Q
k

g
V
V

R
R

4
,2

0 0
κ α

π
=

(6)

where ( )g f r , ; ,V
V

R
R2 0

2

0

1

0 0
∫ ∫ θ= ̅

π
r ̅2 sin θ dr ̅ dθ.

Although the heat influx Q is challenging to determine for the
current thermal contact problem, we obtain an explicit
relationship between the lateral bending curvature and the
rolling velocity based on eq 1, 2, 5, and 6:

( )
( )

C g
ER

g

g

6 ,

,

rr

V
V

R
R

V
V

R
R

2 2

1

0 0

0 0

κ
ρ

=

(7)

To validate our theory developed above, we further conduct
systematic experiments on the rolling of LCE rods with three
different diameters on a hot surface at different temperatures.
The lateral bending curvature κ and rolling speed V of the LCE
rods with three different diameters are plotted as functions of the
temperature in Figures 5a and b, respectively. In addition, based
on Figures 5a and b, we further plot the relationship between the
lateral bending curvature κ and rolling speed V of the LCE rods
for different diameters as shown in Figure 5c. The predictions
from eq 7 with one set of material parameters as summarized in
Table S1 of the Supporting Information are plotted in Figure 5d.
It is noted that all the material parameters are assumed to be
independent of the size of the LCE rod and temperature, which
is a rough approximation. With considering all the simplifica-
tions, we think the agreement between the theory and
experimental measurements is satisfactory. It will be more
complex to quantitatively predict the rolling of LCE-CNT
composite rods under light illumination, which is beyond the
scope of the article.
Due to the simplicity of the autonomous rolling of an LCE rod

discovered by us, we next assemble the LCE rods to three
different functional devices which can be powered by heat or
light, respectively. The first device is a light-powered weight-
carrying vehicle as shown in Figure 6a andMovie S8. The vehicle
is simply composed of four LCE-CNT composite rods as active
wheels connected to a wire as supporting structure. Rolling of
the four wheels can finally result in translational motion of the
vehicle. In the experiment as shown in Figure 6a, we put a weight
of roughly two times of the weight of the LCE rods on a
supporting structure. Under the illumination of white light, the
LCE vehicle can move forward with a speed around 0.2 mm/s.

To demonstrate the robustness of the autonomous rolling, we
further show that a similar light-powered LCE vehicle can move
underwater (see Figure 6b and Movie S9 of the Supporting
Information). In the design, a single LCE-CNT composite rod is
used as the driving wheel for the vehicle. With a continuous nIR-
laser scanning along the axial direction of the rod from the top,
the vehicle can move under water with a speed around 2.0 mm/s
while carrying a small weight.
The third device is a thermally powered LCE conveyor as

shown in Figure 6c and Movie S10 of the Supporting
Information. Five LCE rods are placed parallel on the top of a
hot surface. To prevent translational motion, both ends of each
rod are constrained by small holes of rigid frames, which are
glued onto the substrate. Blocks of different shapes can be
transported on the conveyor from one side to the other side with
the speed around 1.7 mm/s. Each block has a weight comparable
to that of an LCE rod.
The three functional devices shown in Figure 6 clearly

demonstrate the potential applications of the light or thermally
driven autonomous rolling of LCE rods discovered in the
current study. Due to the simple geometry and high robustness
of the rolling mechanism, advanced active structures of more
complex forms and with multiple functionalities can also be
constructed based on various combinations of LCE rods.

■ CONCLUSION
In this article, we report a discovery of autonomous rolling
phenomenon in a surprisingly simple setup: a cylindrical
elastomer rod on a flat hot surface with homogeneous
temperature or under homogeneous illumination of light. We
find that a combination of thermally driven active deformation
of the elastomer and heat transfer between the rod and its
surrounding is the key for the autonomous rolling of the rod. To
obtain more quantitative understanding, we develop a
thermomechanical model for the autonomous rolling phenom-
enon. Based on our understanding, we successfully use a white
light source to induce the reversal of thermally powered rod
rolling. In addition, using the autonomous rolling rods as the
active building blocks, we design and fabricate a light-powered
weight-carrying vehicle and a thermally powered conveyor.

■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Materials. LC monomer, 1,4-bis-[4-(3-acryloyloxypropyloxy)-

benzoyloxy]-2-methylbenzene (95%, RM257), is purchased from
Wilshire Technologies. Cross-linker, pentaerythritol tetrakis(3-
mercaptopropionate) (95%, PETMP), spacer, 2,2′-(ethylenedioxy)
diethanethiol (95%, EDDET), catalyst, dipropyl amine (98%, DPA),
photoinitiator, (2-hydroxyethoxy)-2-methylpropiophenone (98%,
HHMP), and multiwalled carbon nanotubes (98%, CNTs) are
purchased from Aldrich. All chemicals are used as received without
any purification.

Fabrication of LCE Rods. LCE rods are prepared by the two-step
cross-linking reaction according to the method previously reported by
Yakacki et al.42 The LCE monomer mixture is prepared by dissolving
RM257 (LCmonomer), PETMP (cross-linker), EDDET (spacer), and
HHMP (photoinitiator) in toluene followed by heating above LC phase
transition temperature and vigorous mixing. The composition of the
mixture consists of 53.0 wt % of RM257, 2.5 wt % of PETMP, 12.5 wt %
of EDDET, and 0.4 wt % of HHMP in toluene. After the mixture
becomes homogeneous, 0.2 wt % of DPA (catalyst) is added to trigger
the reaction. For LCE-CNT composite, 0.2 wt % of CNTs are also
added in the mixture. The mixture is placed in the vacuum chamber to
remove bubbles trapped inside, followed by being transferred into a
cylindrical mold as shown in Figure S1 of the Supporting Information.
The mixture is left overnight at room temperature to be loosely cross-
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linked by the thiol−acrylate Michael addition reaction. The loosely
cross-linked LCE rod is placed in the oven at 80 °C for 24 h for the
evaporation of residual solvent. After the LCE rod is dried, it is
subjected to uniaxial stretch to achieve monodomain state15,42 and
under the UV light (365 nm, UVP B-100AP/R) irradiation for 1 h to be
fully cross-linked. Finally, the LCE rod in a cylindrical shape with
different diameters can be obtained.
Heat and Light-Induced Rolling. The temperature of the hot

plate (Corning PC-420D) is set up as a desired temperature and then
LCE rod is placed on the top of it to initiate heat-induced rolling
motion. For the light-induced rolling, LCE-CNT rod is placed below a
white light source (Hubbell QLI500, halogen lamp) with distance
about 20 cm. The LCE-CNT rod begins to move once the light is
turned on.
Light-Induced Rolling Reversal.The rolling direction of the LCE

rod can be reversed by irradiation of visible light (Hubbell QLI500,
halogen lamp) on the convex surface of the LCE rod. The light is turned
on 20 cm away from the LCE rod while it is rolling. Once the rolling
direction of the LCE rod is reversed, no further light irradiation is
required.
Fabrication of LCE Rod-Based Active Structures. Two pairs of

LCE-CNT rods, as wheels of the light-powered LCE vehicle, are
connected by aluminum wires with diameter of 0.3 mm. A supporting
frame structure is built on the connecting wires. For the weight-carrying
LCE-CNT rod under water, an LCE-CNT rod is placed under water
and two laser-cut acrylic structures connected by a transparent acrylic
sheet are placed on top of it. The LCE-CNT rod rolls and drags the
structure forward under water, when a laser is scanned along the length
of the rod. The thermally driven LCE conveyor is made by placing five
LCE rods in parallel on the top of a hot surface. Two acrylic structures
with five holes are placed at each end of the LCE rods to prevent the
translation.
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